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Motivation

I People share their experiences during events
such as concerts and football games on
social media.

I Can we use this data to detect small-scale
local events?

I How does Twitter and Instagram compare
regarding the amount of information about
events?

Experimental Setup

I Manually labeled posts

I London, November 17, 2015, 20:00
to 21:00

I 9131 posts in total, 7096 from
Twitter and 2035 from Instagram

I 2778 posts with precise location
information: 743 from Twitter, and
2035 from Instagram

I 53 events (10 with at least 5 posts)
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Method

The local event detection method is illustrated as a pipeline above with the following stages:

1. Non-English posts are removed to simplify the natural language processing later in the pipeline.
We do that with a naive Bayes classifier.

2. A locality-sensitive hashing based near-duplication filter removes cross-posted posts and
bulk-posted spam.

3. Location extraction is performed on text from posts without an explicit location based on
Wikipedia locations.

4. Posts are inserted into a time-based sliding window. When the contents of the sliding window
has changed by some ratio, a snapshot of the posts is sent to the next stage.

5. Posts are grouped in sets of (uncommon) hashtags. Two sets are merged if they share a
significant number of posts until no two sets share many posts.

6. A location-based clustering is performed within each hashtag cluster in case multiple events
about the same topic are happening at different locations. Outliers are considered to be noise
and removed.

Results

I All data
• Precision: 0.20
• Recall: 0.60
• F1: 0.30

I Twitter only
• Precision: 0.17
• Recall: 0.50
• F1: 0.25

I Instagram only
• Precision: 0.24
• Recall: 0.84
• F1: 0.37

I Precise locations, one event off by 200
meters.

Conclusion

I Instagram more useful for event detection
than Twitter

I Precision does not outperform contemporary
approaches [1, 2, 3]

I Shorter window than other approaches:
More likely ongoing events

I Precision may be improved with event
classifier
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